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• A cyberpunk-ish side scroller runner where players collect 
money to survive various scams attempting to steal their 
money, developed for SPF with the intent of educating the 
public about scams in the quick fast paced levels of this game.

INTRODUCTION
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• A cyberpunk-ish fast paced runner where the player collects money 
and pickups for information.

• The game runs in levels, with sections making up each level. 
• The gameplay can be broken down to a cycle of running to collect 

money while dodging obstacles, with the goal of reaching the end to 
collect “items” which will give you the right action or response to 
encountering a scammer, and when you’ve finished all “item” 
sections, you encounter the scammer who will attempt to talk you 
into falling for his scam before attempting to steal and take the rest 
of your money.

• The scammer has two phases, the first being a dialogue where you 
have to respond to his attempts at a scam which will affect you in the 
next phase, which is running but with the intent of surviving the 
scammer and escaping him.

DESCRIPTION
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• After clearing the level, you are encountered with a shop where you 
can buy upgrades and powerups that will make the next level you 
play easier, but scams may be present in the shop as well.

DESCRIPTION
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• 2D Runner
• Casual
• Side-scroller
• Choices Matter
• Educational

GENRE
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• Scammers having individual mechanics as bosses you have to 
escape and run from

• Dialogue that is meant to test the Player’s knowledge of the 
proper way to respond to scams.

• Item Shop can also offer scams instead of normal items and 
cause you to waste your money

• Collect money to serve as your health pool when hit, and if you 
are hit while you have no money, you lose

• Items to be collected in sections that will help fill the gaps and 
educate the players

KEY FEATURES
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• Mobile (Android)

PLATFORM
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CONCEPT ART (1st Iteration)

Secondary Art Style Reference Art Style Reference

Boss character Reference
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CONCEPT ART (1st Iteration)

Background Props

Prop References

Player 
Character

Character 
Template
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BOSS CONCEPT ART (1st Iteration)
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New Art References (Environmental)
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New Art References (Environmental)
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New Art References (Environmental)
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New Art References (Environmental)
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New Art References (Environmental)
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• Include:
1. Target Audience: 12 - 30 years old

Characteristics: Looking for something to fill in gaps 
between tasks 

2.

TARGET MARKET

Public Onlooker at 
Roadshows
Mikel Lee, 26

Daily Routine
Eat | Work | Relax with Family | Look at Social Media | Read news | Watch TV 
| Check Messages | Play some games

                       
                       
                    “I want the best
                    for my family and 
                    to live peacefully.”

Goals & Aspirations
Save up money for children’s education
Retire peacefully with no financial problems
Support family and move to a bigger house

Likes
Reading about information on social media 
and keep up with trends
Playing Mobile Games when he is bored

Dislikes
Losing money for no reason
Financial Problems
Debt
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• Jetpack Joyride, a game where you control your player character by tapping and holding the screen to jump and 
avoid obstacles.

• It had powerups for the player, each presenting new obstacle patterns and mechanics for the player.
• Main control is simply tapping which makes your character fly upward, and letting go makes the character fall. 

However, there are powerups that may invert or change this mechanic, but the control stays the same.

EXISTING GAMES

Power Up
Active Powerup with varied controls and new mechanics such as 
breathing fire in front of you whenever your finger is on the screen
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• The game uses a lot of the same art, such as its coins, and lasers, in different patterns and different shapes to form 
different types of obstacles using the same set of art assets. Even when the power ups are active, the game uses 
changes in flight pattern and timing to change the mechanics significantly to give the player a different experience.

• When it comes to programming, the actual input that the player uses in the gameplay rarely ever changes, making it 
easier for the player to get used to when they pick up a powerup, even if it adds new obstacles, as they have 
general mastery over the controls and do not need to learn anything new aside from how to dodge the obstacle.

EXISTING GAMES

The same particles and device art assets are used, same with the coins to 
create different orientations of lasers, which may prevent the player from 
flying in certain directions, and also coins in different positions to encourage 
the player to move or fly upward at certain times
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• Strengths:
• From a technical standpoint, the game is very efficient with its assets, being able to reuse them for different 

purposes and types of lasers.
• Programming wise, the game uses its art to make new obstacles by manipulating rotation and other 2D dimensions, 

but aside from that, without the inclusion of the powerups, the game is fairly basic, yet it relies on the right balance 
of the player’s dexterity and ability to recognise the speed at which they ascend and descend.

• However, the basic gameplay may get boring, and the game helps keep its gameplay interesting by the inclusion of 
powerups, which occasionally spawn, and are usually easy to get. Once activated, the game’s mechanics changes 
slightly, but just enough to make it more fun and interesting, giving the player the ability to spew fire and scorch 
scientists walking around while riding a dragon, or ride a giant mech that uses its arm to block missiles, while being 
invulnerable to all other damage.

• Weaknesses:
• From a technical standpoint, the game may get repetitive, with the only goals being reach a high distance while 

running, and do certain specific things a set number of times while running.
• The game also relies on momentum and dexterity, and sudden short pauses from lag may cause interruptions to the 

player’s experience greatly, especially at long distances.

EXISTING GAMES
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EXISTING GAMES
• Undertale, a game where you explore and venture through themed stages to fight bosses with their own individual 

mechanics
• The game is played when you wander around a map, with a random chance to encounter most enemies, and 

fighting set bosses of each zone, and with each encounter you have the options of talking, fighting, using items, or 
running. 
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EXISTING GAMES
• From an art standpoint, the character designs are distinct, and clue you in on the types of attacks they will throw at 

you. You can analyse to find out information about the enemies to give you some help when it comes to choosing 
the right option in dialogue.

• The game also uses different colours in its combat mechanics to mix up and change how you dodge attacks, by 
using orange to indicate attacks you have to stay moving otherwise you take damage, or blue for obstacles that you 
have to stay still for.
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EXISTING GAMES
Strengths:

• The game’s strengths are in its distinct designs, be it character or environmental. The designs are unique and 
accurately represent the enemy’s attacks or the types of puzzles in the area.

• The game makes good use of the few colours it adds in combat, making them obvious and easy to spot when they 
do appear.

• The game has an interesting application of a talking mechanic, allowing you to let the enemies guard down, lower 
the intensity of their attacks, or even make them surrender and not want to fight entirely.

• The game does well to establish the general tone of mood of each area through spreading its information out across 
small encounters throughout the area.

• The game also does well in terms of its attacks, using the same art assets for most attacks, but only changing some 
attacks to be able to heal if you touch them signified by the colour green, and the path that the attacks move in to 
make combat with each of them different, keeping the gameplay interesting.
Weaknesses:

• The game has a large number of art assets that for the most part are completely distinct from each other, especially 
in its background and the individual types of attacks for each enemy with some exceptions.

• There are quite a number of bosses that can be defeated by moving in certain patterns or manners, but a short 
moment of lag can very easily cause the player to lose their tempo.
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FEATURE COMPARISON
Jetpack Joyride Undertale

Features in common

- Side-scroller runner
- Simple inputs for movement
- Themed “phases” pertaining to a 

particular concept

- Bosses that you can talk to to 
affect the difficulty

- Information scattered through the 
level to show the type of scam

- Boss will have specific abilities that 
correspond to their theme/scam
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• Player Character, an imaginative introvert who works a standard 
office job. He has an odd fashion sense.

• He often dreams of winning the lottery, as to him, it is an easy way to 
make money

• He can often be paranoid and skeptical of people due to his 
introversion

CHARACTERS’ PROFILE
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• Impersonation Boss, who tries to make the Player fall for an 
impersonation scam, disguising himself to look like one of the 
Player’s friends, Eric

• Dresses in an unruly fashion
• Acts overly friendly with his victims to sell his act better

CHARACTERS’ PROFILE
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• Internet Love Boss, a marionette robot that is meant to look 
appealing to the player, by the way of “perfect” body proportions.

• She speaks in an intimate manner, making false promises of love to 
encourage people to “help” her by
 sending her money.

CHARACTERS’ PROFILE
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• Loan Scam Boss, who makes his services known to people in the 
masses, pretending to be a legitimate company that lends money.

• Dresses in a kingpin style outfit, with his appearance flaunting his 
wealth to make victims more comfortable in borrowing large amounts 
of money from him.

CHARACTERS’ PROFILE
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• Running (Dodging obstacles and collect money)

MAIN MECHANICS
Example of Level when running

Money Count

Obstacles

Coin pickups
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• Running (Jumping and sliding to avoid obstacles)

MAIN MECHANICS
Example of Level when running

Health

Obstacle

Player Sliding

Health

Obstacle

Player Jumping
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SUB MECHANICS
• Key Item Pickups that give information about the scam in the level.

Key Item Pickup

Information Pop up
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SUB MECHANICS
• Dialogue with a Scammer to revise with the player what to take note of 

if met with a scammer. Choosing the good option keeps the player’s 
money and lowers the difficulty in the boss fight, while the bad option 
has an inverse effect.

Dialogue

Choices
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BOSS MECHANICS
• Impersonation Boss
• Tutorial Level
• He mimics the Player’s vertical movement, and dashes forward to 

attack the player and steal his money in set intervals.
• Players can damage him by making him run into objects/obstacles on 

the platforms.

Boss following Player
Warning pops up 
before dashing
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• Internet Love Boss
• Level 1
• It will spawn hearts to obstruct and hit the player, which will 

steal the player’s money and block certain parts, causing the 
player to need to jump differently.

BOSS MECHANICS

Boss following Player
Heart appears to 
obstruct Player
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• Loan Shark Scam Boss
• Level 2
• He spawns missiles aimed at the player’s current position upon the time 

of spawning the missiles, which can be used to damage the boss.

BOSS MECHANICS

Warning for Missile target

Missile
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● Money
● Time
● Damage (that the boss deals to you)
● Boss Attack damage
● Boss attack speed
● Health

ATTRIBUTES AND STATS
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Progression of Level Design
• V1
- Random generation 
- Generates obstacle by obstacle within a specified area
- Set distance intervals between obstacles at set equal distance intervals 
- Background not implemented yet
• V1 Feedback (May 1st)
- Gameplay is too repetitive
- The set distance makes the game too easy
- Background feels inanimate

• V2
- Random generation 
- Shuffles platform forward separately from obstacles
- Spawns tileset prefabs on platform
- Distance is no longer in equal distance intervals, but is still preset
- Background is now scrolling 
• V2 Feedback (May 21st)
- While the game is not entirely repetitive, once the player acclimates themselves to the few set tilesets, the 

game becomes more autonomous in its difficulty scaling

LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
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• V2 Feedback (May 21st)
- While the approach could work, the number of tilesets the player can encounter is too few to create a random 

platform runner experience
- Could add in more tilesets
- The game still feels clunky and needs adjustment to the values

• V3
- Random generation with tilesets 
- Generates tileset by tileset
- Distance between tilesets are now more varied
- Money is added in to guide and incentivise the player to approach obstacles the correct way to help cope with 

the varied distance
- Scrolling background
- Background is built into each individual tileset now
• V3 Feedback (June 9th)
- It would be better to build some sections of the game manually
- Information could be distributed better, and the level design could be changed to complement it
- Reference could be taken from other games to make the experience feel more complete and fulfilling
- In between obstacles, the game can grow monotonous
- The gameplay should not be randomised by level design but rather features that complement the level design

LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
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• V4
- Built levels with some sections being randomly generated from tilesets
- Players will now clear sections with the goal of getting an item that will help them avoid the scam when they 

reach the boss stage
- Distance between tilesets will now be varied and tested to see if it is clearable
- Money trails have been added in to encourage the player to travel certain paths and add more activity between 

obstacles
- Scrolling background

Level Descriptions
Tutorial

- Level will be split into three sections, two to help teach the Player the controls, and one for the boss.
- The main feature that the level is built around here is each of the controls per section.
- The sub mechanic of collecting an item/money will be the goal of each section, giving the Player an item that is 

key or needed to refute the claim of the Scam.

Level 1 & 2
- Level will be split into three sections once more, one for each item that will help in the three choices in the 

Boss dialogue
- Follows a similar structure to Tutorial, but all 3 sections will have all 3 controls or types of obstacles mixed

LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
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• Tutorial is split into 3 learning sections
○ Jumping: All obstacles are on the floor and can be jumped on.
○ Sliding: All obstacles are on the floor, but some of them need to be slid under.
○ Avoid: Obstacles can be on the ceiling, so you need to be on the ground to not get hit.

• Setting: Office
• Colour Scheme: Blue
• Boss Feature: Impersonation

○ Lower Boss’ health by luring him to charge into obstacles

TUTORIAL LEVEL LAYOUT

Pre-Boss:

Boss Fight:

Item 1 Item 2

Dialogue 1 Boss EscapeDialogue 2 

Choice with Boss where items 
are used
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TUTORIAL LEVEL OBSTACLES

Damaging surface

Platform

- Simple Obstacle that can 
be jumped on easily.

- Easiest to jump on top of

- As tall as Player’s full 
jump height

- Requires some timing

- Has two parts you can jump on
- Jumping on second higher part 

is possible but requires good 
timing

- Possible to jump on front section 
and subsequently onto back part

Obstacles avoided by jumping

Found in Tutorial 
Jumping Section
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TUTORIAL LEVEL OBSTACLES

Damaging surface

Platform

Obstacles avoided by sliding Obstacles to avoid

- Commonly mounted on ceiling

- Standing up while under the obstacle will 
result in the player taking damage

Found in Tutorial 
Sliding Section

Found in Tutorial 
Avoid Section
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TUTORIAL LEVEL OBSTACLES
BG Props in Tutorial stage
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TUTORIAL LEVEL ITEMS

      Personal Details
- Item Description:

Your personal details such as your 
phone number, email address, OTPs, 
and bank account details. Make sure 
you keep these to yourself if you 
receive strange requests asking for 
these from your friends and family!

      Verification of Identity
- Item Description:

A conversation or question to the 
person whose identity is being 
impersonated to verify if the request is 
truly from them. Can be done over 
social media outside of the one the 
impersonator is using or better yet, in 
person.
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TUTORIAL LEVEL DIALOGUE

https://padlet.com/deantanwj/mm7dv0gaiu9xii4p
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• Level 1
• 2 sections
• Setting: Streets
• Colour scheme: Pink
• Boss Feature: Love Scam

○ Dodge the bullets fired at you, and some bullets will damage the boss

LEVEL 1 LAYOUT

Pre-Boss:

Boss Fight:

Item 1 Item 2

Dialogue 1 Boss EscapeDialogue 2 

Choice with Boss where items 
are used

Section 1 Section 2 
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LEVEL 1 BACKGROUND
BG Props in Tutorial stage

Multiple variations of the same background props.
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LEVEL 1 OBSTACLES
Obstacles in Level 1 stage

Damaging surface

Platform

These obstacles can be jumped on top of, and 
will damage you if running into the side of them. 
Use these to get on top of buildings.
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LEVEL 1 OBSTACLES
Platform Obstacles in Level 1 

Damaging surface

Platform

This is the easiest platform to jump 
onto, with it not causing damage to 
the player while allowing the player 
to jump on top of the building with 
the assistance of other obstacles

These platform allows you to jump 
on it with the assistance of smaller 
obstacles on ground level.
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LEVEL 1 LEVEL ITEMS

    Rationality
- Item Description:

Used to meet all requests for money with a 
cool head. Be in control of your emotions at 
all times, and if you are unable to do so, call 
or contact a friend or family member for 
advice before you act. Otherwise, your 
judgement and such might be clouded by 
your emotions.

$$

      Confidentiality
- Item Description:

Avoid revealing too much about yourself, 
particularly in the form of photos and 
videos, as these can be used to 
blackmail you.
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LEVEL 1 DIALOGUE

https://padlet.com/deantanwj/qaqsebnkro45mwoo

https://padlet.com/deantanwj/qaqsebnkro45mwoo
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• Level 2 will be split into 3 sections
• Mood: Streets
• Colour scheme: Yellow and green

LEVEL 2 LAYOUT

Pre-Boss:

Boss Fight:

Item 1 Item 2 Item 3

Dialogue 1 Boss EscapeDialogue 2 Dialogue 3 

Choice with Boss where items 
are used

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 
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LEVEL 2 OBSTACLES
Obstacles in Level 2 stage

Damaging surface

Platform
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LEVEL 2 OBSTACLES
Platform Obstacles in Level 2 

Damaging surface

Platform

This is the easiest platform to jump 
onto, with it not causing damage to 
the player while allowing the player 
to jump on top of the building with 
the assistance of other obstacles
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Second Version 
Obstacles for Stage 2

55

LEVEL 2 BACKGROUND
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LEVEL 2 LEVEL ITEMS

      List of Licensed Moneylenders
- Item Description:

Only borrow money from Moneylenders 
licensed by the Ministry of Law. A list of 
licensed moneylenders can be found at 
https://rom.mlaw.gov.sg/information-for-borro
wers/list-of-licensed-moneylenders-in-singapor
e/ If needed, seek help from the official 
financial institutions, and withhold your 
personal information.

      Block
- Item Description:

Block and ignore any more messages from 
the scammer, and you can choose to call 
the National Crime Prevention Council’s 
X-Ah Long hotline at 1800-924-5664 to 
provide information on unlicensed 
moneylending.

https://rom.mlaw.gov.sg/information-for-borrowers/list-of-licensed-moneylenders-in-singapore/
https://rom.mlaw.gov.sg/information-for-borrowers/list-of-licensed-moneylenders-in-singapore/
https://rom.mlaw.gov.sg/information-for-borrowers/list-of-licensed-moneylenders-in-singapore/
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LEVEL 2 DIALOGUE

https://padlet.com/deantanwj/hecju21edmdq8uvt
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FLOW DIAGRAM
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• The game application icon looks like this, with the subsequent 
logos being the clients, school and group logos appearing with 
a fade in and out.

LOGO SCREEN

App icon
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• The layout of the title screen is as shown below, and clicking 
each button quickly snaps to another screen, and each button 
has various uses.

• The Tap to begin button serves as a title screen exit.
• The Start Button opens the level select menu for the Player to 

view the levels.
• Describe the transition animations with use of diagrams
• List the elements to be included e.g. start button
• Describe the function of each element

TITLE SCREEN
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• The Tap to begin button serves as a title screen exit.
• The Start Button opens the level select menu for the Player to 

view the levels.
• The Controls Button shows the Instructions and options 

screen, allowing the user to adjust and learn the controls.
• The Credits Button serves to open the credits screen.
• The Quit Button closes the application.

TITLE SCREEN
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• From the Controls Button, this screen can be accessed, allowing the 
player to adjust sounds using the Volume Sliders, or mute them 
entirely using the Mute All Button. 

• The Instructions on the side are to give the player a summary of 
information they need to know to play the game.

TITLE SCREEN

• The X Button serves to exit 
this menu and go back to the 
previous screen.
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• The screen can be navigated by tapping the arrows to go from 
one page to another.

• The typeface and font are Alien Encounter, which can be found 
here: https://www.dafont.com/alien-encounters.font

• Dean Tan Wei Jie – Team Lead/Programmer
• Leong Yi Zhi, Michael - Programming Lead
• Low Zheng Yin, Ian - Art/Design Lead
• Lee Jia Rui - Programmer
• Aidan Tan Jing Kang - Artist
• Daniel Ang Xin Ern - Programmer

CREDIT SCREEN

https://www.dafont.com/alien-encounters.font
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CREDIT SCREEN

In Game 
Layout
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GAMEPLAY UI

Players’ focus will be drawn from the left to the right side of 
the screen, seeing their health and money, and subsequently 
the timer and the pause button.

Timer is on the right side as it indicates how 
much longer the player needs to run for, and the 
players’ attention will be drawn to the right side 
of the screen mostly as it is where the obstacles 
will be coming from
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• During gameplay, the money will change according to 
gameplay, alongside the health.

• The Timer will be counting down, serving as an indicator to how 
much longer till the current phase is over.

GAMEPLAY UI

• The UI for the Key Items is a 
simple window detailing actions
you should or should not take. 

• This window can be exited with
the X Button.
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GAMEPLAY UI
While waiting for the dialogue to pop up, the words SOMEONE 
IS CALLING… will appear and pulse in size.
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GAMEPLAY UI
The dialogue UI shows up in this manner, with the top bit of text containing the 
response and words of the boss.

The Next Button moves the dialogue to the next part.

The Choice Buttons each are either good or bad, and serve as your 
response when a choice is presented to the player.
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• The screen pops up upon the win conditions being met.
• The screen shows the amount of money earned in the stage.
• The Quit Button quits to the start screen.
• The Retry Button restarts

the level.
• The Continue Button 

continues the Player to the
next level.

The various buttons
have a click sound when 
pressed before the screen 
fades to the other scenes.

VICTORY SCREEN (UI)
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GAMEOVER SCREEN
• The screen pops up upon losing all your health
• The screen shows the amount of money earned in the stage.
• The Quit Button quits to the start screen.
• The Retry Button restarts

the level.

The various buttons
have a click sound when 
pressed before the screen 
fades to the other scenes.
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• Exaggerated body proportions and  
exaggerated traits for artstyle.

CHARACTER ART

- More elaborate designs to show wealth
- Red to show danger
- Beard to look much older
- Closed eyes to look older
- Same body as player to show 

impersonation

- Body proportions are stylised for human characters
- Gave him glasses to show more introversion
- Neutral expression to show no particular personality
- Office dress clothes to show normality

Proposal Art
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CHARACTER ART

- Shark to show Loan Shark (affiliated with 
money loan)

- red eyes and mouth to danger 
- throne to show power 
- wave of cash carrying him to show that it is 

where he gets his power from
- to show that he has a lot of money to loan 

out
- jacket and unbuttoned shirt to resemble 

unruly fashion

- Slimes can change their shape 
at will, showing that the 
scammers can take on any form 
to attempt to scam you.

- icon of a skimpily dressed 
woman with no face shows that 
Love Scams lure victims using a 
false but typically attractive 
persona.

- heart to signify “Love” in Love 
scam

- pink to signify love but also 
darker shade of pink to show 
danger

Proposal Art
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• Redesigned characters (first iteration)

CHARACTER ART
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• Redesigned characters (second iteration)

CHARACTER ART
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• Redesigned characters (third iteration)

CHARACTER ART
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• Redesigned characters (fourth iteration)

CHARACTER ART
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• Redesigned characters (fifth iteration)

CHARACTER ART
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• Redesigned characters (final iteration)

CHARACTER ART
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First version for 
UI and pickups

79

UI and Pickups
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Second version for 
UI and pickups
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UI and Pickups
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Third version for 
UI and pickups
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UI and Pickups
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Fourth version for 
UI and pickups
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UI and Pickups
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Fifth version for 
UI and pickups
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UI and Pickups
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First version of Buttons

84

UI and Pickups
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Second version of Buttons
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UI and Pickups
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Third version of Buttons
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UI and Pickups
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ENVIRONMENT ART
- Using basic shapes
- Windows will move but not what is outside the window

Slightly dimmed the background so it 
doesn’t draw too much attention.

First version
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ENVIRONMENT ART

Second version
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ENVIRONMENT ART

Second version
Master Sketch
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ENVIRONMENT ART

2.5 version
Master Sketch
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Third Version

91

ENVIRONMENT ART
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ENVIRONMENT ART

Third version
Master Sketch
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Fourth Version
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ENVIRONMENT ART
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Fifth Version
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ENVIRONMENT ART
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ENVIRONMENT ART

Fourth version
Master Sketch
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Sixth Version
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ENVIRONMENT ART
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Eighth Version
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ENVIRONMENT ART
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ENVIRONMENT ART

Fifth version
Master Sketch
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Seventh Version
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ENVIRONMENT ART
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ENVIRONMENT ART

Sixth version
Master Sketch
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First Version of 
Background Art
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BACKGROUND ART
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Second Version of 
Background Art
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BACKGROUND ART
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Third Version of 
Background Art
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BACKGROUND ART
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• Cartoonish with thick linework style

PROPS ART
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BG Props in Tutorial stage

Multiple variations of the same background props.

LEVEL 1 OBSTACLES ART
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Second Version 
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LEVEL 1 OBSTACLES ART
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Third Version 
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LEVEL 1 OBSTACLES ART
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BG Props in Level 2

LEVEL 2 OBSTACLES ART
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First Version 
Obstacles for Stage 2
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LEVEL 2 OBSTACLES ART
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Second Version 
Obstacles for Stage 2
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LEVEL 2 OBSTACLES ART
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First Version of 
Stage 1 
Master Sketch
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LEVEL 1 MASTER SKETCH
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Second Version of 
Stage 1 
Master Sketch
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LEVEL 1 MASTER SKETCH
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Third Version of 
Stage 1 
Master Sketch
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LEVEL 1 MASTER SKETCH
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Fourth Version of 
Stage 1 
Master Sketch
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LEVEL 1 MASTER SKETCH
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First Version of 
Stage 2 
Master Sketch
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LEVEL 2 MASTER SKETCH
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Second Version of 
Stage 2 
Master Sketch
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LEVEL 2 MASTER SKETCH
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First Version of Main Character Run, 
Jump and Slide Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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Second Version of Main Character 
Run, Jump and Slide Animation 
Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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Third Version of Main Character Run, 
Jump and Slide Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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First Version of Impersonation Boss 
Run, Jump and Slide Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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Second Version of Impersonation Boss 
Run, Jump and Slide Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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Third Version of Impersonation Boss 
Run, Jump and Slide Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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First Version of Impersonation Boss 
Attack Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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Second Version of Impersonation Boss 
Attack Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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First Version of Love Scam Boss Run 
Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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First Version of Love Scam Boss Attack 
Jump and Slide Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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First Version of Loan Scam Boss Run 
Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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First Version of Loan Scam Boss Attack 
and Jump Animation Sheet 
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ANIMATION
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• Item Pick up sound: TreasureSound, 2016. Item Pickup. [online] Freesound.com Available at: 

<https://freesound.org/s/332629/> [Accessed 2 June 2020]

• UI Button Press Sound: 2020. BUTTON Plastic Light Switch Off (mono). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Player Hit Sound: 2020. GRUNT Male Subtle Quick (mono). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Player Jump Sound: 2020. WHOOSH Deep (mono). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Impersonation Boss Dash Sound: 2020. WHOOSH Wide Slow (stereo). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Victory Sound: 2020. MUSIC EFFECT Solo Warm Synth Positive 05 (stereo). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Dialogue Typing Sound: 2020. UI CLICK Snappy (mono). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Impersonation Boss Hurt Sound: 2020. THUD Smooth 02 (mono). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Bullet Spawn Sound: 2020. BLASTER Weak Subtle Distorted (stereo). [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Sound for Bullet Changing Directions: 2020. BLASTER Quick Double (stereo) . [online] Imphenzia AB.

• Sound for Missiles: 2020. ROCKET Launch Deep Slow (mono). [online] Imphenzia AB.

SOUND EFFECTS

https://freesound.org/s/332629/
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• Main Menu Music Sound: 

Tissot, B., 2020. Sci Fi | Royalty Free Music. [online] Bensound.com. Available at: 

<https://www.bensound.com/royalty-free-music/track/sci-fi> [Accessed 2 June 2020].

• Level Music: 

2020. Race Car. [online] Available at: <https://www.youtube.com/audiolibrary/music?nv=1> 
[Accessed 2 June 2020].

• Boss Music:

 2020. This Is Not Drum And Bass. [online] Available at: 
<https://www.youtube.com/audiolibrary/music?nv=1> [Accessed 2 June 2020].

BACKGROUND MUSIC(BGM)
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Playtester 1
Student, 18

Experience with games:
4X games and simulation games

Build Tested: 2.11 Builds Tested Previously:
N/A

Playtest Questions and Results

1) Does this game teach you more about scams? Yes

2) How much does it teach you about scams? Enough that it is new information to him, despite being constantly reminded about these 
scams on a weekly or even daily basis from other forms of media.

3) Does the information of the scam seem extensive 
and useful?

It is just extensive enough that it explains a proper course of action to take, but it does 
not detail what should NOT be done, but the information that is given is still useful

4) What can be done to improve the education of 
scams? N/A

5) How difficult is the game? 6/10

6) Does the gameplay put off the learning of scams?
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
7) What ways can we improve the gameplay?

- There is a slight input delay, just enough to be noticeable. 
- The coin pickup sounds could be made to increase in pitch rather than decrease.
- Obstacles still spawn when the boss starts the dialogue phase, which can often cause 

large amounts of damage.
- Change the font, as it is hard to read.
- Stop the movement of the player as it is distracting when trying to read the dialogue.

8) Does the art signify enhance the gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are obstacles or not?

- One of the obstacles that looks like a reverse L has a blue hologram section, and it is 
hard to tell that is not something that will damage you.

- The artstyle however, is well coordinated and is generally well done.

9) Does the gameplay feel seamless, or is it janky?

- The gameplay can feel very erratic at times due to the sound and vertical movement 
being slightly slow.

- The boss phase is also buggy, as the boss’ warning can break and bug out.
- The shop button brings you to a black screen with game sounds in the background, 

with no way to go back.
- The pause button is broken
- The addition of making the Player immediately drop to the ground upon tapping slide 

makes the movement feel faster and more fast paced.

Other Remarks (Things to note)

- Level 3 is not yet implemented.
- Shop has not been tested prior to this.
- Animations are not added in.
- Dialogue is still being worked out and tested, and hence the tester was shown the full dialogue tree.
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Playtester 1
Student, 18

Experience with games:
4X games and simulation games

Build Tested:2.11 Builds Tested Previously:
N/A

Playtest Questions and Results

1) Does this game teach you more about scams? N/A

2) How much does it teach you about scams? N/A

3) Does the information of the scam seem extensive 
and useful? N/A

4) What can be done to improve the education of 
scams? N/A

5) How difficult is the game? N/A

6) Does the gameplay put off the learning of scams? N/A
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7) What ways can we improve the gameplay?

- There is a slight input delay, just enough to be noticeable. 
- The coin pickup sounds are off putting and distracting due to the change of pitch to a 

lower pitch.
- Obstacles still spawn when the boss starts the dialogue phase, which can often cause 

large amounts of damage.
- Change the font, as it is hard to read.

8) Does the art signify enhance the gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are obstacles or not? - The artstyle is well done and it does not hinder gameplay

9) Does the gameplay feel seamless, or is it janky?

- The gameplay can feels lacking as the buttons sometimes do not work, preventing any 
movement at all.

- The boss phase is also buggy, as the boss’ warning can break and bug out.
- The shop and next level button gives a black screen.
- The addition of making the Player immediately drop to the ground upon tapping slide 

makes the movement feel faster and more fast paced.

Other Remarks (Things to note)

- Level 3 is not yet implemented.
- Shop has not been tested prior to this.
- Animations are not added in.
- Dialogue is still being worked out and tested, but the tester was not able to view and check the dialogue, hence the first few questions are left 

as N/A.
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Playtester 1
Student, 16

Experience with games:
Souls-like, FPS, Competitive, 
RPG, Puzzle Games, Platformer 
Runners.

Build Tested: 2.11 Builds Tested Previously:
N/A

Playtest Questions and Results

1) Does this game teach you more about scams? Yes

2) How much does it teach you about scams? A lot, as I do not pay attention to many 

3) Does the information of the scam seem extensive 
and useful?

Yes, it is useful as the dialogue is well written enough that it feels like it could be applied 
to many situations.

4) What can be done to improve the education of 
scams? Add more levels

5) How difficult is the game? 3/10

6) Does the gameplay put off the learning of scams? No, as it feels seperate and different enough from the gameplay that they do not cancel 
each other out
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PLAYTEST REPORTS

7) What ways can we improve the gameplay?

- Pause Button does not work sometimes
- Credit and Options button do not work despite playing game sounds
- Vibration is a good feedback damage.
- Input delay is “unbearable”
- When you press and hold the button it delays the jump
- Make the game speed up horizontally as it progresses
- The slide should be changed to a time based slide so the player cannot hold down 

slide all the way.

8) Does the art signify enhance the gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are obstacles or not?

- The artstyle is well done and it does not hinder gameplay
- The blue hologram parts could be transluscent as it is hard to differentiate.
- The particle effects are good indicators

9) Does the gameplay feel seamless, or is it janky?

- The text can glitch out sometimes
- It would be good if you could change where the buttons is for some people who prefer 

playing the game on one hand.
- The shop and next level button gives a black screen.
- 2nd Level can only be accessed from main menu.
- The addition of making the Player immediately drop to the ground upon tapping slide 

makes the movement feel faster and more fast paced.
- Game crashes when you spam start and back button too much
- The music works well and is fine to enhance the experience
- The input delay causes a lot of hassle, trouble, and annoyance in the boss section.
- The boss for tutorial is a creative idea and fun to go against.
- The gameplay feels seamless enough.
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Other Remarks (Things to note)

- Level 3 is not yet implemented.
- Shop has not been tested prior to this.
- Animations are not added in.
- Dialogue is still being worked out and tested, but the tester was shown the dialogue tree options
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Playtester 1
Housewife, 44 

Experience with games:
None

Build Tested: 2.11 Builds Tested Previously:
N/A

Playtest Questions and Results

1) Does this game teach you more about scams? Yes

2) How much does it teach you about scams? It does surprisingly well, with the information being broken up into different portions.

3) Does the information of the scam seem extensive 
and useful?

The information is useful in explaining how scams can try different methods to convince 
you and are not always the same.

4) What can be done to improve the education of 
scams? Add more levels

5) How difficult is the game? 5/10

6) Does the gameplay put off the learning of scams? No as it helped keep my attention and prevented me from leaving the game.
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7) What ways can we improve the gameplay?

- The game’s speed gets boring after retrying it multiple times
- The key items could have more indicators that you picked them up like a vibration 

when you get a message.
- The vibration you get when you get hit is too strong.

8) Does the art signify enhance the gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are obstacles or not?

- The obstacles are obvious but the jumping is too slow, and the input delay makes it 
harder.

9) Does the gameplay feel seamless, or is it janky?

- The buttons are just the right size so it is comfortable to play.
- The boss’ intervals between attacks are very long and feels boring.
- The boss phase can be confusing as sometimes obstacles do not spawn for a long 

time.

Other Remarks (Things to note)

- Level 3 is not yet implemented.
- Shop has not been tested prior to this.
- Animations are not added in.
- Dialogue is still being worked out and tested, but the tester was shown the dialogue trees.
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Playtester 1 Experience with games: Build Tested:
3.04

Builds Tested Previously:
N/A

Playtest Questions and Results

1) Does this game teach you more about scams? Yes it does, gives good examples and scenarios

2) How much does it teach you about scams? Teaches me enough to know a scam

3) Does the information of the scam seem extensive 
and useful? Yes

4) What can be done to improve the education of 
scams? Maybe have a person that is not actually trying to scam you

5) How difficult is the game? 9/10

6) Does the gameplay put off the learning of scams? The first few seconds when the dialogue starts because you have to read and dodge at 
the same time.
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
7) What ways can we improve the gameplay? Make the jump response quicker

8) Does the art signify enhance the gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are obstacles or not? Half of the obstacles blended with the environment, constantly hit obstacle

9) Does the gameplay feel seamless, or is it janky? Janky

Other Remarks (Things to note)
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Playtester 1
 Student

Experience with games: Build Tested:
3.04

Builds Tested Previously:
N/A

Playtest Questions and Results

1) Does this game teach you more about scams? Yes.

2) How much does it teach you about scams? Relatively much, as there was info provided from the items collected and also scenarios 
given for each scam.

3) Does the information of the scam seem extensive 
and useful? Yes.

4) What can be done to improve the education of 
scams?

Perhaps there could be more collectibles that give info and also allow the player to beat 
the boss more easily (balance the difficulty)

5) How difficult is the game? 5/10

6) Does the gameplay put off the learning of scams? Yes.
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7) What ways can we improve the gameplay?

Sometimes when the dialogue starts, there are still obstacles required to avoid, perhaps that 
part could be fixed. Also, some scenarios when the player is in the air, the player is unable 
to avoid the first boss dash.

8) Does the art signify enhance the gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are obstacles or not?

The art gives a cyberpunk theme which is attractive, but some obstacles are unclear such 
as the neon sign and it didn’t look like an obstacle.

9) Does the gameplay feel seamless, or is it janky? The gameplay and story was well-connected.

Other Remarks (Things to note)

-NIL-
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Playtester 1
 

Experience with games: Build Tested:
3.04

Builds Tested Previously:
N/A

Playtest Questions and Results

1) Does this game teach you more about scams? Yes

2) How much does it teach you about scams? 7 out of 10

3) Does the information of the scam seem extensive 
and useful? yes

4) What can be done to improve the education of 
scams? the font is very hard to read clearly, need read very slow, can try use clear font

5) How difficult is the game? 6/10

6) Does the gameplay put off the learning of scams? yes, but focus in gameplay I will ignore the text.
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7) What ways can we improve the gameplay? make the obstacle more clearly, let player know which part need to avoid.

8) Does the art signify enhance the gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are obstacles or not? color is good, art style too, animation can try improve

9) Does the gameplay feel seamless, or is it janky? NA.

Other Remarks (Things to note)
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PLAYTEST REPORTS
Playtester Profile

Build Tested:
3.04

Playtest Questions and Results about gameplay

7) What ways can 
we improve the 
gameplay?

- Make inputs more responsive, currently buttons are not responsive enough (jump is a bit delayed)
- Instead of having just the region of the buttons perform the action, make the whole sides of the screen perform the 

action.
- Add a loading screen to transition between levels (buttons and screen hang for a while)
- Create new platform sets for the boss.
- Delay the entrance of the boss to prevent the dialogue from overlapping with the platforms and obstacles. 
- Buttons not intuitive, shouldn’t jump only when you release the button. 

8) Does the art 
signify enhance the 
gameplay, or is it 
unclear which are 
obstacles or not?

- Some obstacles are hard to tell. Adjust the size of the foreground props and desaturate/blur the background buildings.
- The obstacles blend in a bit into the background. Needs higher contrast to differentiate what can hurt the player.
- Retain the general shape and form of the obstacles but break them up into seperate shapes and forms internally.
-
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Playtest Report Insights

Game Build: v2.11

Gameplay Problems Encountered:

- Jump and Slide buttons sometimes do not work. <= Fixed
- There is a noticeable input delay <= Fixed (?)
- Continue button at the end of level does not work. <= In progress
- Pressing Shop shows a black screen with gameplay in the background. <= In progress
- Pause Button has a delay before it actually pauses and sometimes does not even work.
- The tutorial boss phase can be somewhat confusing as it does not indicate how to win.
- The game speed gets boring quickly 
- The key items do not have enough indicators that they are key items. ( Add vibrations or warnings to make it more important)
- Vibration when you get hit is too strong for some people
- Jumping speed is too slow and feels sluggish, and the input delay makes it annoying to dodge obstacles.
- Credit and Options button do not work despite playing game sounds
- When the buttons are pressed and held, the jump only happens when you let go
- The slide should be changed to a time based slide so the player cannot hold down slide all the way as it gets boring easily.
- The blue hologram parts could be transluscent as it is hard to differentiate.
- The text can glitch out sometimes
- Game crashes when you spam start and back button too much
- 2nd Level can only be accessed from main menu.
- The coin pickup sounds are off putting and distracting due to the change of pitch to a lower pitch.
- Obstacles still spawn when the boss starts the dialogue phase, which can often cause large amounts of damage.
- Change the font, as it is hard to read.
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Playtest Report Insights

Game Build: v2.11

Gameplay Features that were well recieved:

- Vibration is a good feedback damage.
- The buttons are just the right size so it is comfortable to play.
- The artstyle is well done and it does not hinder gameplay
- The particle effects are good indicators
- The boss for tutorial is a creative idea and fun to go against.
- The music works well and is fine to enhance the experience
- The addition of making the Player immediately drop to the ground upon tapping slide makes the movement feel faster and more fast paced. 

(Bug)
- The artstyle is well done and it does not hinder gameplay
- The addition of making the Player immediately drop to the ground upon tapping slide makes the movement feel faster and more fast paced.

Gameplay Suggestions:

- It would be good if you could change where the buttons is for some people who prefer playing the game on one hand.
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VERSIONING HISTORY
Date Version Changes

16 Apr 0.00 - Initial Game Concept Formulated
- 2D infinite side-scroller.
- Get money from the stage, buy coffee and clocks for more hp and time respectively.
- Scams are in the form of minigames/emails from boss. There are some chat UI representing impersonation scams.

23 Apr 0.00 Consultation
- The idea seems disconnected from what the Client wants, try to come up with something new.

27 Apr 0.01 - New idea: After each “run” the scammer will message the player (any type of scam) and if the player fails to detect the 
scam, they will lose a portion of their reward for completing the run. If they successfully detect the scam, they will keep 
the reward money they were supposed to earn. Each scam will have different amount of loss of resources. Scams can 
appear in batches and not individually, each run will have a different amount of scams.

- Hindrances: Obstacles, Bosses, Employees

27 Apr 0.11 - 3 to 4 levels, collect money during the level to get more HP.
- More money -> more HP when fighting boss, more HP left -> more points towards score.

30 Apr 0.12 - Before each boss fight, the boss will attempt to scam the player via text dialogue, if the player successfully detects the 
scam and avoids it, the boss fight will be easier, else if the player gets scammed, the boss fight will be harder. The 
boss fight is when the player has to avoid the boss’s attacks for a certain amount of time, if the player survives, he will 
win the boss fight and subsequently clear the level.
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Date Version Changes

 May 1 0.12 - Scripted in Scrolling Background

 May 4 0.12 - Changed Scrolling Background to repeat and shuffle grids to the front

May 6 0.12 - Implemented PlayerController

May 7 0.13 - Implemented Bosses
- Improved Platform Spawning

May 10 0.14 - Added Tutorial Boss
- Added General UI
- Added Text UI
- Added Dialogue Tree
- Improved Text to appear letter by letter
- Added Folder for Random Platforms
- Added Coin Pickups

May 14 1.00 - Need to repitch due to misalignment of themes and art

May 15 1.10 - Discussion to change theme to dream cyberpunkish 
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Date Version Changes

May 15 1.10 - Discussion to change theme to dream cyberpunkish 

May 16 1.10 - Drew new art sprites

May 18 1.10 - Consulted on the new art
- Feedback that it was better, but needed to give thought to colour scheme

May 19 1.11 - Added Timer into game build
- Recalibrated movement values due to floaty and clunky feel

May 21 1.11 - Added art for the Timer
- Repitched new theme and idea
- Feedback was that it was much better and cohesive
- Colour themes might need to give a bit more thought
- Green light to continue development
- Implemented new sprites
- Started working on syncing E-shop with the player, and adjusting the player’s movement values so the gameplay is 

more fluid, and love scam Boss

May 22 1.12 - Implemented Pause Screen
- Implemented Proper Shop Layout
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Date Version Changes

May 22 1.12 - Implemented Pause Screen
- Implemented Proper Shop Layout

May 25 1.12 - Implemented love scam Boss basic bullet
- Updated Level Design for Tutorial

May 27 1.13 - Updated Art Assets
- Added background props
- Adjusted timing for bullets to spawn
- Redid game art
- Sent to lecturer for approval or feedback

May 28 1.14 - Updated Project to Unity 2019.3.14
- Sound Effects added
- Landscape settings
- Added money prefabs
- Added in generation of money in the game
- Added Sound Effect for money collection

May 29 1.15 - Added in Money Bar
- Added in UI Sprite
- Resized game proportions
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Date Version Changes

June 1 1.15 Consultation with GD Lecturers
- Camera position and layout improvement was good
- Found a bug with
- Money and Health needs to be better associated with each other
- Health and Money UI could be improved or streamlined
- Combine both Money and Health maybe??
- Bug was found in controls for sliding
- Add in mechanic of if you have less than perfect health, it drains your money to replenish your health
- Change Money colour to blue and health to red
- Add into the slides that we will have multiple environments and tweak the story to suit the character’s outfit

June 2 1.16 - Improved Sliding
- Changed Sprites for Player, Background, Assets, and moneyBar
- Added in player animations

June 3 1.17 - Added in player animations
- Updated button sprites
- Updated boss entrance animation
- Added victory and loss screens
- Added more sound effects
- Sped up animations for boss
- Decreased camera shake
- Discovered bug where player hurt sound plays when money is picked up
- Fixed Level Transfer bug for shop button
- Replaced sprites with updated art
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Date Version Changes

June 3 1.17 - Replaced Sprites with Updated Art
- Updated hitboxes to fit sprites better
- Changed boss to be smaller to make dash attack easier to dodge
- Changed health bar colour to be red
- Discovered bug where pause button doesn’t work
- Adjusted UI to be tighter and more strealined
- Implemented Start Screen
- Found Start Screen Bug where level buttons dont work
- Fixed Tutorial button on start screen
- Found bug where it is possible to jump infinitely on mobile
- Added background platform glow
- Added a drop shadow to the text
- Updated more sprites
- If you jump while sliding, it bugs out

June 4 1.17 Consultation
- Some of the icons such as money could have a more cyberpunk-ish aspect to them
- Loan Scam could offer you money and loans in the shop.
- Do more research on the operation method of the scams.
- The boss needs to be better linked to the scenario…?

June 9 1.17 Consultation with Programming Lecturer(s)?
- The game still feels very rudimentry
- The feel of the game can be developed more to be more satisfactory and reward players
- The game needs to add more randomisation as the random generation is too stiff and inflexible.
- Look for references for games that have a similar game mechanic or level layout to what we want
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Date Version Changes

June 9 1.17 - Sounds are flat and monotonous at times as it has no variation in sound
- Shop needs to be implemented
- decide the speed of the game
- add more features that will vary or change the gameplay the longer you go for

Consultation with Art Lecturer
- Art can have a more cyberpunkish aspect to the designs
- Needs more development on the next two bosses
- The Player and Impersonation boss need to feel genuine and personal to the designer
- need more exploration and discovery for new props and their colour scheme
- Come up with a proper storyboard of how the characters get to the point of the game’s start

June 11 1.17 - Had discussion about new reworked game mechanics
- Started work on new tileset and props for next level
- Discussed how to develop the next levels:
- Will keep 3 seperate bosses due to it being harder to seperate information reasonably
- Increase speed as more money is collected
- Each level will have a number of items to be collected to clear the sections before reaching boss section
- Boss will now charge into obstacles and take damage until he is defeated, “implying that he will be taken down by his 

own actions”

June 25 1.18 - Combined prefabs and added a complete money trail
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Date Version Changes

June 26 1.20 - Updated Prefab Platforms
- Added Scriptable Object for Platform Sets
- Added Basic Button Controls for mobile devices to make inputs more explicit and intuitive

July 2 2.00 - Changed levels to be more manually built 
- Added more variations of Platform Prefabs
- Revised some scripts
- Updated Art Assets in build
- Setting up for Level 1
- Dialogue and Boss System rework
- Scripted in item effects
- Resolved some bugs 

July 6 2.01 - Completed porting art of Level 1 to the game, along with colliders

July 8 2.02 - Added some prefabs for testing purposes, along with checking and revising colliders on all current art assets.

July 9 2.10 - Added platform sets for Level 1 spawning
- Fixed UI and collision problems in Level 1
- Tested and modified dialogue system.

July 13 2.11 - Changed spacing between money
- Reduced amount of money spawning
- Removal and combination of some scripts

July 15 2.20 - Implemented modified dialogue system further, but untested with dialogue
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Date Version Changes

July 16 2.30 - Implemented new shop UI and menu
- Slight adjustment to dialogue system
- Added in new art assets

July 20 2.31 - Reduced number of coins further
- Bugtesting, discovered input delay
- Discovered drop in frames at some parts
- Obstacles still spawning when dialogue starts
- Pause button is finicky and sometimes does not work
- Suggested some quality of life changes

July 21 2.32 - Added new platform sets
- Added dialogue to test

July 29 3.00 - Rehauled dialogue entirely
- Updated sprites
- Changed item activation to playerpref

July 30 3.01 - Updated prefabs colliders and art
- Redid Boss scripts

August 1 3.02 - Updated Animations
- Replacement of buttons and bugfixing

August 2 3.03 - Added screen tap particles to indicate tapping screen
- Cleaned up Level 1 and redid obstacles
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Date Version Changes

August 2 3.03 - Fixed Nullref bug
- Updated and added dialogue

August 3 3.04 - Updated love scam boss attack with animations
- Fixed and added the credits screen

August 4 3.10 - Added options screen and functions
- Added credits screen and functions
- Added love scam boss Animations
- Updated love scam boss attacks
- FIxed some bugs
- Updated Controls
- Updated changes made to Level 1 Assets
- Added Level 2 assets
- Added sounds and fixed bugs
- Level 2 set up
- Level 2 Boss and Platform set up
- Updated new dialogue

August 5 3.20 - Boss for Level 2 fully finished
- Updated dialogue for level 2 again
- Level 2 Boss complete
- Adjusted key item message
- Re-updated dialogue script again
- Scrapped item shop mechanics
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Date Version Changes

August 11 3.21 - Updated Level manager script
- Bugfixes and high score implemented

August 17 3.22 - Expanded button radius so that players can click outside of the button.
- Added splash screen
- Fixed bugs in Level 1
- Added Boss Appearance Text
- Added particle effects

August 18 3.23 - Fixed Level 1 Bugs
- Added Boss Appearance text
- Fixed issue with sliding
- Fixed Particle Effects

August 30 3.24 - Added ghost trail to player

August 31 3.25 - Adjusted ghost trail
- Updated art
- Fixed bugs


